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Executive Summary
Key findings:


Bicycle parking demand at the corral was on average 5.7 parking movements
per day. This is significantly lower than the capacity of the corral.



It is estimated that around four additional bicycle parking events per day have
been generated as a result of the presence of the corral.



11% of car drivers and 14% of pedestrians who do not currently ride to Bay
Street indicate they would ride occasionally as a result of the presence of the
corral.



The majority of visitors reside locally, within convenient walking and riding
distances.



There was strong support for the corral; 59% of visitors supported the corral
compared with 23% against.



Even among those that had arrived by car support for the corral (47%) was
greater than opposition (37%).



Given the comparatively low parking demand, the corral generates a lower retail
turnover than a car parking space. However, in practice we would expect there
to be neutral retail economic impact from the corral.

Lessons learnt:


Corrals work best in areas of localised high demand, such as directly outside
the Coles supermarket.



Access to and from the corral, along with proximity to destinations is critical to
them being successful.
The meaning of the car-shaped design is not adequately conveyed without
supporting marketing and communications.



This report describes the study methodology and results of an evaluation of a temporary onstreet bicycle parking corral installed on Bay Street, Port Melbourne. The corral was
installed in December 2012 and replaced one on-street car parking bay with parking
sufficient for ten bicycles. The adjoining area is characterised by a local strip shopping
precinct and medium density housing. In the block between Liardet and Graham Streets
there was approximately 38 on-street parking bays prior to the installation of the corral,
excluding parking in adjoining side streets and off-street. Furthermore, there were 11
bicycle hoops along the 500 m section from Liardet Street to Graham Street.
The methodology consisted of two fieldwork data collection activities:


bicycle parking counts in the vicinity of the corral before and after its installation,
and
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visitor surveys along Bay Street in the vicinity of Liardet Street to understand the
variations in retail spending and frequency of visit by access mode, and perceptions
towards the corral.

The evaluation was made against four criteria, the results of which are as follows:






Increase in bicycle parking demand:
o

Bicycle parking demand doubled in the after period compared with before
the corral was installed. However, this is likely to reflect seasonal and
holiday-related variations more than the treatment itself, as the two control
sites also experienced significant growth in bicycle parking demand.

o

The corral operated well below capacity during the monitoring period, aside
from on Saturday mornings. On average there were 5.7 bicycle parking
events per day.

o

Once the background growth is controlled for, our best estimate is that up
to four bicycle parking events per day have been generated due to the
presence of the corral.

Mode shift from car to bicycle:
o

A quarter of visitors to Bay Street who had come by bicycle indicated they
would ride more often as a result of the corral installation, as did 8% of car
drivers and pedestrians. Perhaps more significantly, 11% of car drivers
and 14% of pedestrians who do not currently ride to Bay Street said they
would ride occasionally after the corral was installed.

o

The majority of visitors reside locally, increasing the feasibility that at least
some local trips by car could be replaced with bicycle riding.

Visitor perceptions:
o

There was overwhelming support from the visitor surveys towards the
corral; 59% supported the corral compared with 23% against.

o

This support was consistently positive across all groups of visitors;
however, bicycle riders (75%) and pedestrians (57%) tended to be more
supportive than car drivers (47%).

o

Although support was weakest among car drivers more supported (47%)
than opposed (37%) the corral.

o

Bicycle riders who had used the corral, and our observations, suggest that
access to and from the road and footpath is more difficult than the existing
bicycle parking alternatives, making the corral comparatively unattractive.

o

Visitors commented on the “temporary” appearance of the installation,
which was considered unattractive in appearance.

o

There is evidence to suggest the implicit message of the car-shaped design
was not well understood, partly because the car shape was not readily
visible from the angle most visitors would view it from and because it was
potentially misleading or confusing (bicycle parking marked with a car
symbol).
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Net economic (retail) benefits:
o

The low demand for bicycle parking at the corral itself (as opposed to the
nearby formal and informal bicycle parking), combined with the very high
car parking turnover prior to the corral installation, results in potentially
unfavourable local economic impacts.

o

Using reasonable assumptions based on the fieldwork data, we estimate
the car parking space generates around $1,700 of retail spending per day.
By comparison, the corral generates around $165 of retail spending per
day.

o

In addition to changes in retail spending, the corral will have create other
economic benefits to society if it encourages a mode shift from car and, to a
lesser extent, public transport. These benefits would primarily be in the
form of the avoided health costs attributable to physical inactivity and
reduced congestion and emissions.

o

We are not suggesting there is a net economic loss to Bay Street as a
result of the corral, as our suspicion is that the parking events that would
have previously occurred at the corral have shifted to other locations along
Bay Street. However, any economic benefits (or indeed, disbenefits) are
likely to be very marginal given the low bicycle parking demand at the
corral.

The corral, in principle, is widely supported by visitors to Bay Street. However, for the corral
to be fully utilised it should be located close to the main trip attractors and provide a more
convenient alternative to parking against street furniture. Our view is that the car-shaped
design is unintuitive to at least some visitors and counterproductive in that it impedes
access to and from the corral from the roadway.
Two main recommendations are proposed from this research:


relocate the corral to the area of highest localised demand, in this instance outside
the Coles Supermarket, and



redesign the corral to provide for easy and convenient access from the roadway (as
well as the footpath) as part of any permanent installation.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Scope of study
CDM Research was appointed by the City of Port Phillip to conduct an evaluation of a
temporary on-street bicycle parking corral installed along Bay Street (Port Melbourne). The
corral replaced a single on-street car parking bay with bicycle parking sufficient for ten
bicycles (Figure 1.1). The corral was installed outside 210 Bay Street (Melbourne
Bakehouse), approximately 40 m south of Liardet Street. The corral was installed on 21
December 2012 and has a car-shaped outline facing the road. The intention of this car
outline was to signal to visitors the comparative space efficiency of bicycle parking
compared to car parking.


Figure 1.1: Car-shaped bicycle corral

(a) View from roadway

(b) View from footpath

1.2 Objectives
The objective of this study was to assess the effectiveness of the corral against the
following criteria:


an increase in bicycle parking demand in the area (defined as Bay Street from
Liardet Street to the pedestrian operated signals),



mode shift from car to bicycle for travel to the precinct that can be attributed to the
presence of the corral,



favourable visitor perceptions towards the corral, and



a net economic benefit to the retail precinct from converting the car parking bay to
bicycle parking.

Together, these measures were to be used to draw conclusions as to the success or
otherwise of the corral trial at (a) encouraging bicycle riding to Bay Street, (b) encouraging
the community to think about alternative uses of on-street parking, and (c) improving the
economic competitiveness for Bay Street retailers.
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1.3 Structure of this report
This report is structured as follows:


Chapter 2 provides the background to the study and discusses in detail some of the
methodological challenges of this evaluation.



Chapter 3 describes the measures of effectiveness which are proposed to be used
to measure the “success” of the treatment and the methodology by which these will
be obtained.



Chapter 4 describes the results of the visitor surveys.



Chapter 5 presents the results of the bicycle parking and car parking demand
observations.



Chapter 6 discusses the implications of these results.



Chapter 7 provides recommendations for future bicycle parking corral installations.
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2 Background
The purpose of this section is to review previous studies related to bicycle parking in retail
shopping precincts, and particularly of bicycle corrals. A critical review of the
methodologies used by these studies is made in order to identify weaknesses that may limit
the validity or applicability of the results to the Bay Street corral. This review has formed
the basis of the methodology described in Section 3.

2.1 Previous studies
There is an extensive literature on the relationship between retail competitiveness and car
parking, just as there is a fairly extensive literature on the importance of public realm to
retail competitiveness. A recent review of the literature on retail precincts with attractive
walking and bicycle riding (Tolley 2011) identified a number of benefits of encouraging
walking and bicycle riding to local retail precincts, of which two conclusions were:


A high proportion of all retail expenditure comes from local residents and workers
(although clearly this will be site dependent).



Space allocated to bicycle parking can produce much higher levels of retail spend
than the same space devoted to car parking.

A number of studies have found that bicycle riders either spend less than car drivers per trip
but come more often (e.g. Lee 2008) or spend a similar amount to car drivers (e.g. Clifton et
al. 2013, Sztabinski 2009).
With specific regard to bicycle parking, and of replacing car parking with bicycle parking,
there are limited studies, of which the most relevant are:


Lygon Court (Lygon Street, Carlton - Melbourne) (Lee, 2008)



Victoria Street (Brunswick) – Stainsby (2012)



Portland (Oregon, USA) – Meisel (2010).

Both of the previous Melbourne studies reported higher average spending per car driver
relative to bicycle riders ($54 for drivers, $35 for riders in Brunswick and $78 for drivers and
$47 for riders (per hour) in Carlton). On a per area consumed basis both studies argued
the economic turnover from bicycle parking corrals was 3.6 (Carlton) to 5.1 (Brunswick)
times greater for bicycle parking. However, this estimate assumed full occupancy of both
the car park (one vehicle) and bicycle parking (eight bicycles), which is unlikely to be true in
practice. Based on actual parking demand observed at the Brunswick site Stainsby (2012)
concluded that the corral brought in 50% more retail spending than the car parking
alternative (based on 8 car parking events and 18 bicycle parking events per day).
The Portland study (Meisel 2010) did not estimate the economic impact of the corrals but
instead interviewed business owners neighbouring existing bicycle corrals, of which 84% of
owners felt the corral enhanced the street and neighbourhood identity and 67% felt they
increased their pedestrian and bicycle riding visitors.
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2.2 Evaluation challenges
The research questions identified in Section 1.2 establish the objectives for the study; the
methodology and analysis logically follow from this question. However, there are a number
of challenges in designing a methodology to examine these questions. While many of
these challenges are very difficult, if not impossible, to entirely overcome they need be
borne in mind in interpreting the results of these studies. The most important
considerations are:


Can an observed change in bicycle parking demand be attributed to the corral (i.e.
is there a causal link?) or is an observed change simply due to natural variations in
parking demand, or other external factors?



Is the observed change in bicycle parking demand additional bicycle travel that
would not otherwise have occurred, or is it simply pre-existing riders who would
otherwise have parked elsewhere? This is a parking “migration” effect.



Does the “gain” in economic activity from converting a car parking space to bicycle
parking represent a net economic gain to the precinct?

The latter of these issues is the most challenging, and most central, to building the
economic case for bicycle corrals. For example, a car driver who shifts to bicycle riding will
contribute a net economic benefit only if their retail spending over time as a rider exceeds
what they would otherwise have spent as a driver. If, for example, they would have spent
$100 over a period as a driver but instead now spend $120 as a rider, the net economic
benefit is not $100 but $20. The full economic benefits are only realised where a trip is
made that would not otherwise have occurred at all, or more likely, a trip is attracted to the
area that would otherwise have gone elsewhere. In the case of Bay Street this may, for
example, be a bicycle rider who would otherwise travel to Clarendon Street (South
Melbourne). If this rider were to spend $100, this would equate to a net economic benefit to
Bay Street retailers of $100 but an equivalent loss to Clarendon Street retailers. While this
clearly benefits the former, and is a loss to the latter, the broader community benefits of
doing so are less clear – as the vitality of both areas is important to the community and
council..
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3 Methodology
The methodology consists of a before and after evaluation of bicycle parking demand and
an interview with visitors to Bay Street after the corral was installed. The methodology is
guided by the measures of effectiveness used to evaluate the trial, which are discussed
first.

3.1 Measures of effectiveness
The measures of effectiveness are quantitative or qualitative measures by which the
evaluation will be measured. Multiple measures are selected, as any one measure is
unlikely to provide a definitive answer as to a “success” or “failure”. These measures are
described Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Measures of effectiveness

Measure of Effectiveness

Method

Rationale

Increase in bicycle parking demand

Parking demand counts at the corral site
(Melbourne Bakehouse) and at two control
sites in the vicinity (Coles supermarket and
Liardet Street) before and after installation
of the corral.

Additional bicycle parking would be expected to encourage additional bicycle
trips to Bay Street, either as (a) riding trips transferred from elsewhere, (b)
mode shift to bicycle or (c) as all new bicycle trips.

Mode shift from car to bicycle

Intercept survey of Bay Street visitors

The corral has the objective of seeking to make bicycle travel attractive relative
to car travel.

Favourable visitor perceptions
towards the corral

Intercept survey of Bay Street visitors

Favourable perceptions may be a precursor to considering riding by non‐riders,
and favourable perceptions by existing riders may encourage more frequent
riding.

Net economic (retail) benefits to
Bay Street

Intercept survey of Bay Street visitors and
parking demand comparison between car
visitors and bicycle visitors.

Convenient access to shopping precincts is one factor influencing shopping
destination choices. This in turn will influence the economic vitality of the
shopping precinct and the types of retail outlets which can successfully operate.

Control sites are needed to (a) control for background growth that may have
occurred independently of the corral, and (b) to assess what, if any, parking
demand migration may have occurred1.

1

Demand migration refers to the likelihood that the corral will attract riders that would otherwise have parked at existing nearby sites such as the Coles supermarket. This demand is
not “new” to Bay Street, as the rider would (presumably) have previously ridden in any case. Nonetheless, there is presumably a benefit to the rider in using the corral (or otherwise
they would not have chosen it over the alternatives).
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3.2 Visitor survey
The purpose of the visitor surveys was to establish:


the amount spent at retail outlets along Bay Street by mode of visitation (e.g. car
driver, walking or bicycle riding),



the frequency of visitation and whether the amount spent is likely to vary by mode
or frequency, and



perceptions towards the car-shaped bicycle corral.

Interviews were conducted by two trained interviewers on the footpath along Bay Street
between Liardet Street and the pedestrian crossing on both sides of the street. The
interviews occurred in March 2013, around two months after the corral had been installed.
Interviewers used tablet computers to administer the survey, which is provided in
Appendix A.
The sampling process was intentionally unrepresentative; the primary research objective
was related to bicycle riding and car travel (as a car parking space has been replaced by
bicycle parking) so priority was given to interviewing those who had come by bicycle. This
is because it was anticipated riding would be a comparatively minor mode such that a
completely random sampling method would achieve only small numbers of bicycle riders,
which would limit the usefulness of the data. However, because of this unrepresentative
sampling method general statements about the “typical” visitor to Bay Street cannot be
made from this data.

3.3 Bicycle parking demand
The purpose of counting bicycle parking was to measure what, if any, change in overall
parking demand had occurred. However, such a measure is confounded by natural day-today variation, weather and seasonal variations; while we may be able to measure a change
in bicycle parking demand it is much more challenging to be able to attribute this change to
the presence of the corral. This measure required (a) an indication of bicycle parking
demand before and after the corral was installed, and (b) bicycle parking demand at other
locations from where parking demand may “migrate” to determine whether parking may
simply have moved from one location to another.
Manual (human) counting would be impractical over the many hours and multiple days that
would be required to deal with these variations, so an automatic solution was sought. This
solution was the use of “trail cameras”, which are small battery powered cameras that can
be programmed to take digital photographs at pre-defined intervals1. The cameras are
sufficiently small that they are unlikely to be observed by visitors, have an invisible flash for
night photos and are capable of recording photos over a period of weeks or months
depending on the recording frequency (Figure 3.1). These images were then manually
post-processed to determine the parking occupancy and duration of stay of bicycles and car
parking (at the Bakehouse prior to the corral).

1

These cameras are most typically used for conservation studies of animals and for hunting purposes.
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Figure 3.1: Typical trail camera installation and example images

(a) Camera installation

(b) Liardet Street (six hoops)

(c) Coles supermarket (two hoops)

(d) Liardet Street (night)

(e) Melbourne Bakehouse before corral (two hoops)

(c) Melbourne Bakehouse after corral (two hoops + 10
space at corral)

3.3.1

Time periods

Very limited time was available prior to the corral being installed to obtain parking counts.
Six full days of data was obtained immediately prior to the corral being installed – from
Saturday 15 December to Thursday 20 December 2012, inclusive (the corral was installed
on Friday 21 December). This period is not ideal, as it was the week before Christmas and
so unlikely to be representative of “typical” conditions.
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The after period consisted of a minimum of 11 days from Tuesday 5 February to Tuesday
19 February 20132. This period represented fairly typical post-school holiday conditions,
but being the middle of summer probably also represent higher bicycle riding levels than
would be experienced in winter.

3.3.2

Control sites

The purpose of the control sites was twofold:


detect any “background” changes in bicycle parking demand between the two
observation periods, and



determine what, if any, migration of parking is occurring from pre-existing sites to
the corral.

There is designated bicycle parking on the footpath near the Melbourne Bakehouse (two
hoops), Blockbuster Video (three hoops), Coles supermarket (two hoops) and on the
southwest corner of Liardet Street (six hoops) (Figure 3.2) in the immediate vicinity of the
corral. Furthermore, the presence of extensive street furniture and awning supports along
Bay Street provide opportunities for riders for informal parking. It is probable that parking
demand at all of these sites will be influenced to some degree by the presence of the corral.

2

Some of the three sites were observed for longer periods; however, this time period represents the period over
which all three sites were being observed simultaneously. Further, no data was available from Tuesday 12
February to Friday 15 February due to a technical malfunction.
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Figure 3.2: Pre-existing bicycle parking options along Bay Street

(a) Coles Supermarket (two hoops)

(b) Liardet Street (six hoops)

(c) Melbourne Bakehouse (two hoops prior to corral)

(d) Blockbuster video (three hoops)

Three motion cameras were available for the evaluation, which limited the number of sites
that could be monitored. As a result, the demand counts were restricted to the area in front
of the Melbourne Bakehouse (where the corral was subsequently installed), Coles
supermarket entrance on Bay Street and the bicycle parking on the southwest corner of
Liardet Street and Bay Street. The latter two sites served as the control sites; these sites
were not selected to be independent of the treatment site (as we would expect some
parking migration from those sites) but rather to help observe any overall change in parking
demand in the area.
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4 Visitor interviews
A total of 230 interviews were completed across six interview days (Table 4.1), consisting of
a mix of weekdays and weekends.


Table 4.1: Completed interviews by day
Interviews

Date

No.

%

Thu 7 Mar

33

14%

Sat 9 Mar

32

14%

Fri 15 Mar

38

17%

Sat 16 Mar

43

19%

Fri 23 Mar

37

16%

Sat 23 Mar

47

20%

Total

230

100%

This chapter presents the results of this survey most pertinent to the evaluation of the
bicycle corral. A number of additional questions were asked of broader interest, and the
results of these are presented in Appendix B.

4.1 Visitor access modes, purpose and frequency
The sampling process was not random, so it is not possible to determine the proportion of
visitors to Bay Street by mode3. However, within the sample most observations were
obtained from pedestrians, followed by car drivers and bicycle riders (Figure 4.1).

3

By design, the survey method had as its objective to oversample bicycle riders relative to other visitors.
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Figure 4.1: Access mode
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The majority of visitors (66%) had shopping as one of their purposes for being there (Figure
4.2). Shopping was the dominant purpose across access modes aside from bus, for which
the main purpose was commuting (Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.2: Purpose of visit (multi-choice)
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Figure 4.3: Purpose by mode (multi-choice)
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The main reason cited for choosing Bay Street to shop was that it was close and convenient
(Figure 4.4). This is reflected by the place of residence of respondents, the majority of
whom (57%) resided in Port Melbourne with a further 5% in South Melbourne and 4% in
Albert Park.


Figure 4.4: Reasons for choosing Bay Street for shopping (multi-choice)
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The majority of visitors to Bay Street do so at least once a week (82%), and a significant
minority do so every weekday or more often (Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.5: Frequency of visiting Bay Street
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Those that visited by car (as drivers) appear to come less frequently than those using other
modes; 44% of car drivers visited at least twice a week compared with 72% of bus
passengers, 74% of bicycle riders and 87% of pedestrians (Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.6: Frequency of visit by access mode
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There was not a significant difference in the proportion of visitors who arrived by car and by
bicycle who indicated they usually shop along Bay Street (Figure 4.7). However,
pedestrians were more likely (84%) to have Bay Street as their usual shopping destination
than drivers and bicycle riders (both 64%).
Figure 4.7: Visitors who state they “usually” shop along Bay Street by mode
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4.2 Retail expenditure
One of the principal research questions is whether car travel substituted by bicycle travel
increases or decreases retail expenditure per unit parking area. In other words, whether a
single car parking space replaced by space for up to 10 bicycles generates more or less
retail expenditure. This will be a function of the parking demand, frequency of visitation and
amount spent per trip. This section concerns this last factor.
The vast majority (89%) of respondents indicated they had or intended to spend money
along Bay Street during their visit. Almost all (96%) bicycle riders indicated they intended to
spend money along Bay Street, compared with 92% of pedestrians and 87% of car drivers
(Figure 4.8).
Figure 4.8: Intention to spend at retail outlets by access mode
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The median amount spent did not vary widely between modes; as shown in Figure 4.8 the
median spend was $30 for both car drivers and bicycle riders and $35 by pedestrians45.
The group medians were significantly different at the 5% level (χ2=18.36, p=0.005),
although this difference was attributable only to a significant difference between the bus and
pedestrian groups. This lack of statistical significance between the other groups is related

4
The reported statistics assume a spend of $0 for those who reported they did not, or would not, be spending any
money during their visit to Bay Street.
5

The median is a better indication of central tendency for retail expenditure because of the presence of large
outliers. For example, the car driver average spend is $53 compared to $35 for bicycle riders. However, this is
strongly influenced by one individual who drove and had spent $500. In such cases the median is a better
representation of what a “typical” visitor would spend.
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to the relative small sample sizes for modes other than car driver, bicycle and walk, and to
the wide variation in the reported spending (Figure 4.9). What can be said is that there is
no evidence from this data to suggest the median expenditure between the main modes
(car driver, bicycle rider and pedestrian) differs between the groups.


Table 4.2: Retail expenditure by mode

Access mode

No. observations

Min. spend

Max. spend

Median spend

Car driver

63

0

$500

$30

Car passenger

8

0

$130

$24

Bus

18

0

$35

$7

Motorcycle

5

5

$200

$20

Bicycle

53

0

$100

$30

Walk

82

0

$700

$35



Figure 4.9: Box plot of retail spend by mode (dots represent individual data points, plot truncated to
$200)

There is a weak relationship between the duration of stay and the amount spent (Figure
4.10). The median spend by car drivers staying less than or equal to 30 minutes was $20,
increasing to $50 for those staying longer than 30 minutes and less than or equal to an
hour. For those few motorists interviewed who were staying for longer than two hours they
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tended to spend less than those staying for shorter periods. For bicycle riders staying less
than or equal to 30 minutes and 30 minutes to less than or equal to an hour the median
spend was constant at $30.


Figure 4.10: Retail expenditure by mode and duration of stay (in 30 minute bins)
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It is likely that visitors will choose different modes for different trips. For example, a local
resident may ride or walk to Bay Street during the week for small shopping trips and drive
on the weekend for their major weekly shop. In order to explore this possibility, and the
impact it would have on spending by mode, respondents who had come to Bay Street at
least once in the previous week (aside from the interview day) were asked what mode(s)
they had used, and whether they had spent more or less than their trip on the interview day.
Most visitors had visited Bay Street at least once in the previous week (82%), and most had
done so using the same mode as on the day of the interview. For example, almost all car
drivers who had come in the previous week had come by car on at least one occasion
(97%), 91% of bicycle riders had come by bicycle and 94% of pedestrians had come by
foot. However, 16% of drivers had walked to Bay Street at least once in the past week and
21% of pedestrians had driven and 21% had ridden.
Of most relevance is whether in using these other modes visitors had spent more or less
than on the trip where they were interviewed. Figure 4.11 shows the proportion who spent
more or less classified by their mode used when interviewed (‘current mode”) and the other
mode used in the past week. The balance between those spending more or less was fairly
even; overall 46% had spent about the same on their previous visits, 25% had spent more
and 28% had spent less. However, there were some differences between groups. For
example, 60% of car drivers who had previously walked (six individuals) had spent less
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than their car trip. Similarly, 54% of pedestrians who had previously driven had spent more
than their walking trip. This data, although off very small sample sizes is suggestive that
there may be some relationship between mode of travel and retail spending (but is certainly
not definitive).


Figure 4.11: When you came by <other mode> in the past 7 days did you spend more or less than
today?
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The majority of retail spending along Bay Street appears to be generated by local residents.
The 57% of respondents who resided in Port Melbourne accounted for 67% of all retail
spending, and when combined with Albert Park and South Melbourne residents (who
together made up 66% of visitors) local residents accounted for just under three quarters
(73%) of retail spending.

4.3 Perceptions towards the corral
Respondents overwhelmingly supported the presence of the corral; 59% thought it good or
very good compared to 23% who thought it was bad or very bad. Support was strongest
among bicycle riders (75%) and weakest among car drivers (47%) (Figure 4.12).
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Figure 4.12: What do you think about replacing car parking with bike parking like this? (excludes
neutral responses)
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The corral has an objective of encouraging non-riders to consider riding as an alternative to
motorised modes and to encourage more frequent riding by those who do so already. Just
over half of respondents (54%) indicated the presence of the corral would have no impact
on their likelihood of riding, and a further 25% indicated they would not consider riding in
any case. Of the remainder 11% said they would ride more often and 10% would ride
occasionally. Unsurprisingly, those who had ridden on the day they were interviewed were
more likely to state they would ride more often than other visitors (Figure 4.13). A quarter of
riders (25%) said they would ride more often, compared to 8% of car drivers and 8% of
pedestrians. Perhaps more significantly, 11% of car drivers and 14% of pedestrians
indicated they would start to ride occasionally as a result of the corral. While these results
are likely to have some self-reporting bias, they are positive insofar as they signal an intent
by a small proportion of drivers (and pedestrians) to consider bicycle riding as an alternative
mode.
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Figure 4.13: Does the presence of bicycle racks like this change the likelihood you would ride to Bay
Street?
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Bicycle riders reported parking at formal bicycle hoops (38%), awning supports (45%) and
the remainder on other street furniture and trees (17%). Most riders felt existing bicycle
parking options were sufficiently convenient (86%) rather than inconvenient (14%).
However, this would apparently have included the convenient informal parking options
given that just over half of riders had not parked at designated hoops. In turn, this suggests
riders find the current formal parking options relatively inconvenient or fully occupied (which
is true in particular for the hoops outside the Coles supermarket).
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5 Parking demand
5.1 Bicycle rider parking demand
Bicycle rider parking demand was measured at three sites (Melbourne Bakehouse, Coles
supermarket and the southwest corner of Bay Street and Liardet Street) for a prolonged
period (at least seven days) before and after the corral was installed. The demand profiles
by time of day and day of week for each site, both before and after the corral was installed,
are provided in Appendix B.
The average daily demand was obtained before and after the corral was installed for days
with complete observations (i.e. midnight to midnight). In all instances this gave a minimum
of seven complete days with a maximum of 11. As shown in Figure 5.1 the bicycle parking
demand was significantly higher at the treated site (Melbourne Bakehouse) and the control
sites after the corral was installed. Average daily demand at the Melbourne Bakehouse
rose from 8 to 15 parking events per day (88% higher), compared with 26 to 36 events per
day at Liardet Street (38%) and 31 to 43 events per day at the Coles supermarket (39%).
The area around the Bakehouse had two pre-existing bicycle hoops as well as trees and
street furniture against which some riders chose to lean or lock their bicycles.
It was observed that riders preferred to use the existing hoops near the pedestrian crossing
where available, possibly because they were more conveniently accessible from the road
(via the pram ramp at the pedestrian crossing). In general, riders would use the corral only
if these hoops were occupied (had at least one bicycle on each hoop).
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Figure 5.1: Average daily parking events by site
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When the control sites (Coles supermarket and Liardet Street) are combined the combined
growth observed at the control sites was 38% (Figure 5.2). The very substantial overall
growth in parking demand probably has a great deal to do with the times of year of the
observations (immediately prior to Christmas compared with mid-February) as the
installation of the corral itself. However, there does appear to have been some growth in
parking demand at the corral which cannot be explained by the background growth,
particularly given the consistency of the growth between the two control sites.
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Figure 5.2: Average daily parking events – corral compared with control sites
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On average, there were 5.7 parking events per day at the corral itself (or around 40% of
overall parking demand around the Bakehouse). While this number of events roughly
accords with the observed growth in parking demand near the Bakehouse (from 8 to 15
events per day) it is highly likely, given the observed growth at the control sites, that at least
some of this growth is attributable to background growth rather than the corral (see Section
6.1).
The typical duration of stay was fairly consistent across the three sites and over time
(before and after the corral was installed). The median duration of stay was 15 minutes
across all sites before and after the corral was installed (15 minutes at Liardet Street, 13
minutes at Coles supermarket and 21 minutes at the corral). The median duration of stay at
the corral was significantly different (p<0.000) to the other sites, suggesting the purpose of
travel of corral users may be somewhat different. This is consistent with the notion that
corral users are likely to spend longer on Bay Street (such as visiting the Bakehouse) than
those using the Coles or Liardet Street parking, where the majority are likely to be visiting
the supermarket.

5.2 Motor vehicle parking demand
By replace the car parking bay with bicycle parking there will be gains to bicycle riders and
potential losses to motorists. The loss of parking space to motorists may lead to higher
parking demand elsewhere along Bay Street, and possibly a shift in shopping destination
away from Bay Street. Conversely, if the corral were to encourage drivers to ride instead
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then it is conceivable there would be more parking available for those who continue to drive.
In order to assess the gains and losses it is necessary to estimate the parking demand for
the single parking bay outside the Melbourne Bakehouse which was lost to the corral. This
parking bay was observed over an eight day period from Sunday 9 December to Monday 17
December 2012 (inclusive), prior to the corral being installed. The parking demand and
duration of stay was recorded to an accuracy of within one minute using the time lapse
cameras used for the bicycle parking analysis.
The average occupancy across the prior eight day period was 71%; in other words the
parking bay was occupied by a vehicle 71% of the time. As shown in Figure 5.3, the bay
was almost always occupied during daylight hours (94% occupancy between 10 AM and 6
PM), with extended periods of vacant parking occurring only late at night (from around 11
PM to 6 AM). There were very few parking events after midnight, which probably reflect the
closing time of the Coles supermarket. On average, there were 50 parking events per day
(minimum of 39 on Monday 10 December and maximum of 57 on Sunday 9 December).


Figure 5.3: Motor vehicle occupancy in parking bay outside Melbourne Bakehouse prior to corral
installation
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Reflecting the frequent parking turnover, the median duration of stay was 11 minutes, with
8% of parking events lasting less than two minutes6 (Figure 5.4). The parking restrictions
6

The parking was sampled at fixed one minute increments. In these observations only one image was recorded of
the parked car, which could mean it had stopped for a matter of a few seconds (which happened to coincide with
the recording time) or had stopped for up to 119 seconds. This method of data collection will tend to
underestimate these very short period parking events, as they must occur when the camera takes a photo in order
to be captured. We cannot be sure exactly what the purpose of these very short parking events were, although
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are 1P between 8 AM and midnight every day of the week. Just under 5% of parking
events resulted in stays that exceed the allocated parking duration, although the median
duration of stay for this group was only somewhat above the limit (70 minutes). One vehicle
was parked for 2 hours 13 minutes while another was parked for 5 hours 32 minutes; while
unusual, these long durations had the effect of substantially reducing the number of parking
events that occurred on these days, in addition to the availability of parking for the other
visitors to Bay Street.
Figure 5.4: Motor vehicle parking duration of stay before treatment
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The camera position and frequency of image recording (every minute) made it difficult to
determine the number of occupants within each car when parking, and almost certainly led
to an underestimate. An average occupancy of 1.05 persons were observed (i.e. almost all
parked cars seemed to have only a driver), however our view is that is a significant
underestimate and that a more robust estimate is to assume a typical occupancy for
shopping and pick up/drop off trips of 1.7 persons (based on VISTA travel diary data for
Metropolitan Melbourne). This assumption is significant in the discussion in Section 6.

checking mail at the PO boxes seems a likely explanation. If so, many of these movements are unlikely to
generate any retail spending.
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6 Discussion
Determining whether the corral is a success requires, in part, a value judgement to be made
taking into account council priorities. The council’s Sustainable Transport Strategy
establishes a road user hierarchy as giving priority to walking and bicycle riding. However,
as noted within that strategy and elsewhere, motorised travel is likely to remain a major
transport mode and important to the economic vitality of the municipality as a whole and
strip shopping centres such as Bay Street in particular. In this section we use the survey
data to evaluate the corral against the four objectives outlined in Section 3.1.

6.1 Bicycle parking demand
Observing a change in bicycle parking demand before and after the installation was
confounded by the abnormal before condition (immediately prior to Christmas). This had
the effect of substantially increasing demand at both the treated site and the two control
sites. What is then challenging is to be able to separate out the growth at the treated site
from this background growth, and from migration of parking from elsewhere to the corral in
order to be able to estimate all new bicycle parking events. These are the parking events
which would not have occurred if the corral had not been installed.
On average, there were 5.7 parking events per day which involved the corral itself (or
around 40% of overall parking demand around the Bakehouse). While this number of
events roughly accords with the observed growth in parking demand near the Bakehouse
(from 8 to 15 events per day) it is highly likely given the observed growth at the control sites
that at least some of this growth is attributable to background growth rather than the corral
(see Section 6.1). As a rough rule of thumb, assuming the growth observed at the control
sites (around 40%) would have been replicated at the Bakehouse in the absence of the
corral we would have expected to measure around 11 parking events per day. Instead, 15
events per day were measured. The additional four parking events per day represent
migration from other parking areas and additional demand (from new trips, trips diverted
from elsewhere or mode shifted trips). It is impossible to determine what proportion of
these additional events are the result of riders changing their parking location, but as noted
previously, the corral was comparatively inconveniently located to the main attractor (Coles
supermarket) and had limited access to the street. As such, we would suggest it is
reasonable to assume the majority of this additional demand represents “new” bicycle travel
that would not have occurred if the corral were not installed.
In the longer term we may see more significant increases in bicycle parking as perceptions
of visitors towards bicycle riding change, catalysed at least in part by the presence of the
corral. However, these longer term effects could not be detected by this study – which had
a seven week period between installation and the after-treatment counts. Furthermore,
bicycle riders (just as car drivers) will seek the most convenient parking space to their
destination. For riders this can mean a wide variety of options, from formal bicycle parking
to informal parking on street furniture. The difference between “convenient” and
“inconvenient” in such situations can come down to relatively minor issues, such as the
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presence of kerbs and physical impediments to accessing the parking. The qualitative rider
feedback, as well as onsite observations, suggest that the difficulty of accessing the corral
is influencing the level of demand.
Perhaps more importantly though, the corral is cited across the road from the largest trip
attractor (the Coles supermarket). Riders would, in general, find the location of the corral
very inconvenient to access the supermarket in comparison to the existing formal and
informal options on the same side of the street as the supermarket. The bicycle parking
outside the Coles supermarket was by far the most highly utilised; this parking was at and
beyond capacity (four bicycles) for 2% of the time during the December observations and
5% of the time during the February observations. During typical shop opening hours (10
AM – 6 PM) the parking was at and beyond capacity 5% and 10% of the time, during the
before and after observations respectively.

6.2 Mode shift from car to bicycle
If it is indeed correct that up to four new bicycle parking events per day are occurring on
Bay Street as a result of the corral (Section 6.1) then it is relevant to ask whether these two
parking events are the result of riders shifting from other destinations to Bay Street, or
shifting from other modes of transport. As most visitors are local, and many appear to be
doing their normal grocery shopping we shall assume the proportion shifting from other
destinations is small.
Respondents to the visitor survey reported that the corral would have no impact on the
likelihood they would ride (54%) with a further 25% saying they would not ride in any case.
Of the remainder 11% would ride more often (i.e. existing riders) and 10% would start to
ride occasionally. That about 10% of car drivers indicate they would start to ride
occasionally as a result of the corral, and supported by some of the car driver comments in
Appendix D, it is probable that at least a proportion of this additional bicycle parking
demand is due to mode shifting from car. However, this could not be determined
conclusively from this study; additional interviews would need be undertaken with bicycle
riders using the corral, which would be time consuming given the comparatively low
demand at present.

6.3 Visitor perceptions
There is strong evidence to suggest that visitors support the presence of the corral; 59%
viewed it positively compared to 23% who view it negatively (Section 4.3). Support was
strongest among bicycle riders (75%) and weakest among car drivers (47%), although even
among the latter group, more supported than opposed (37%) the corral. Given this
evidence, and the comments provided by visitors to support their view in Appendix D, there
is good evidence to suggest the corral is supported by visitors to Bay Street.
What is less clear is how well visitors respond to the use of the car shape on the outer edge
of the corral. While this was not explored in depth in the survey, respondents implied some
level of confusion about the symbolism. While some understood (without prompting) the
meaning to be “many bikes can take the space of one car” others expressed confusion that
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bicycle parking would have a car symbol – that instead it would be better to use a bicycle
symbol.
There were comments about the temporary appearance of the installation (that is was
“ugly”) and the inconvenience in accessing the racks from either the footpath or the road.
This inconvenience appears to have influenced the demand for parking at the corral, which
as noted elsewhere, seems to be used only once other bicycle parking options in the area
are occupied.
Our observations suggest that the car shape is not readily discernible from the oblique
angle most visitors will see the corral (i.e. from the footpath or from the road). An
alternative design may be warranted to improve the conspicuity and legibility of the car
shape.

6.4 Net economic (retail) benefits
The research documented in this report suggests the on-street car parking has the following
economic benefits:


The on-street car parking bay generated an average of 50 parking events per day
prior to the installation of the corral. However, 11% of these parking events have a
duration of under five minutes (and 8% under two minutes). It is unlikely these very
short parking events generate retail spending, so it is assumed that there are (100 –
11%) x 50 = 45 parking events that may generate retail expenditure per day.



The intercept surveys suggest that 87% of car drivers spend something during their
stay on Bay Street, for which the most typical amount spent is $30 per visit.



Similarly, the intercept surveys suggest that 75% of car passengers spend
something during their stay and most typically spend $24 per visit.



The average vehicle occupancy cannot be determined, but an estimate of 1.7
persons per vehicle based on other transport data seems a reasonable estimate.



Given the above data, a typical car parking event will generate 87% x $30 + 76% x
$24 * 0.7 = $39 of retail expenditure.



Across an average day this would amount to 45 x $39 = $1,755 of retail spending
per parking bay.

The corral outside the Melbourne Bakehouse has the following economic benefits:


The corral itself generated 5.7 parking events per day.



Assuming each bicycle had one rider only (which, in almost all cases, is a
reasonable assumption), and from the intercept surveys that 97% of bicycle riders
spend something during their visit, then the typical amount is $30 per visit.



Given the above data, a typical bicycle parking event will generate 97% x $30 = $29
of retail expenditure.



Across an average day this would amount to 5.7 x $29 = $165 from the corral.
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The implication is that, with the present level of bicycle parking demand, the corral is
generating less retail expenditure in the precinct than using the space as a car park.
However, there is a very significant caveat to this conclusion; namely, that the car parking
related revenue is not necessarily foregone with the corral present. Indeed, it is more than
likely that the loss of the single car parking space has not significantly influenced the
likelihood that drivers would choose Bay Street for their retail shopping. This is particularly
true for this shopping precinct, as the majority of visitors are local residents and workers.
Instead, there will have been a marginal increase in average parking occupancy at nearby
parking options.
The same argument applies to the bicycle parking – the assumed 5.7 movements per day
cannot all be attributed to the presence of the corral, as there was substantial background
growth in demand between the two monitoring periods. Assuming, as discussed in Section
6.1, that around four additional bicycle parking events per day seem to be attributable to the
corral then the economic benefits are 4 x $29 = $116 per day.
These findings run contrary to the findings in Brunswick reported by Stainsby (2012). There
it was argued the conversion to the corral increased retail turnover by 50%. The major
difference between that study and the present study was the observed car parking demand;
on Bay Street we observed very high parking turnover (in the order of 50 movements per
day) compared with 8 in Brunswick. Furthermore, the bicycle parking demand was triple
that observed on Bay Street. Clearly, these calculations are highly sensitive to the demand
assumptions – and point to the importance of citing a corral in a location where bicycle
parking demand is likely to be similar, or exceed, car parking demand.

6.4.1

Frequency of travel

Not considered in these calculations are the potential that riders will travel to Bay Street
more frequently than car drivers, and so over time will spend more than drivers. There is
some evidence to suggest this consideration has merit; the surveys found that 44% of car
drivers visited twice a week compared with 74% of bicycle riders. If so, and the median
spending amount of $30 for each group is constant over time, then there is additional
potential for greater retail expenditure than noted above. However, we would deem the
evidence in this regard to be too circumstantial to support such a claim.

6.4.2

Capacity constraint

On-street car parking demand during the day is very high along Bay Street. There is little
opportunity to provide more parking. Given these physical constraints the question then is
how best to encourage continued growth of visitation to the precinct. Clearly, public
transport, walking and riding provide a means to increase visitation with comparatively low
space demands. In terms of the bicycle parking corral the opportunity then exists to expand
visitation over time beyond the levels that were achievable when the space was used for
car parking. In other words, the theoretical maximum visitation achievable from the corral is
considerably greater than car parking.
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6.4.3

Improving car accessibility

Driving to Bay Street is, and will remain, an important contributor to the economic success
of the precinct. Given the space constraints, and demand on this limited parking space, it
would be prudent to attempt to manage this limited space towards those who need it most.
In other words, for trips that require the additional carrying space of a motor vehicle and for
those who travel long distances or who are otherwise physically unable to ride or walk. By
encouraging short trips (which are the majority of visitors to the precinct) to be made by
walking and riding existing car parking space is freed up for these more car-dependent
trips.

6.5 Externality benefits
The retail economic benefits discussed in Section 6.4 represent a narrow economic picture
of the likely impact of the corral. There are much broader indirect economic benefits which
may be present. These are called externality benefits and will include:


Health benefits to individuals accruing from frequent physical activity as a result of
riding instead of driving, which will have both direct benefits to the individual and
indirect benefits to society by reducing public health costs.



Reduced traffic congestion as a result of shifting from driving to riding, which will
manifest itself as a combination of improved journey times for those who continue
to drive and/or additional road capacity which would enable others to drive (i.e.
improve mobility).



Reduce environmental emissions such as greenhouse gas emissions, air pollution
and noise.



Reduce the requirement to maintain road pavements, as bicycles are far less
damaging to road surfaces than motor vehicles.

There have been some efforts to monetise these benefits, almost all of which suggest that
the public health benefits represent by far the largest benefit stream (between half and
three quarters of all benefits). However, there remain uncertainties in quantifying these
benefits given that:


The health benefits from physical activity are non-linear; an inactive person will
achieve much greater health benefit than an active person.



Those most likely to increase their riding as a result of an intervention such as a
bicycle corral may already be fitter than is average across the community.



There will be safety disbenefits in switching from motor vehicle to bicycle riding,
assuming the distance travelled is the same. However, most studies suggest that
the health benefits greatly outweigh the safety disbenefits.

In summary, there are a range of external social economic benefits which will accrue from
greater bicycle riding that are not captured within this analysis. These benefits will, on
balance, tend to increase the economic benefits of the bicycle corral.
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7 Recommendations
This study suggests that bicycle parking corrals can provide benefits to strip shopping
centres, and are certainly viewed positively by visitors. However, to most efficiently utilise
what is very limited on-street space to maximise the economic benefits it is necessary that a
corral be cited where it is likely to have a high level of parking demand. As such, the
recommendations from this study are as follows:


Consider relocating the corral to the north side of Bay Street in the vicinity of the
Coles supermarket, where there is most latent bicycle parking demand.



Consider options for improving the corral design such that it is more conveniently
accessible to riders from both the roadway and footpath; given its temporary nature
we would anticipate this will occur as part of any permanent installation.



Our preference would be to remove the car shape from the corral, as this hinders
the entry and exit of riders onto the roadway. Furthermore, it is not clear that the
intended message is being received by visitors (and, indeed, that the presence of a
car symbol to identify bicycle parking is counterintuitive). An alternative design may
be warranted which is clearer to visitors from the oblique angle they are likely to
view the structure. In addition, targeted local marketing may be warranted to
increase awareness of the corral generally, and the message intended by the car
shaped design.
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Appendix A: Intercept survey
Good afternoon, we’re doing a quick survey about Bay Street for Port Phillip Council.
1. Would you like to take part?
a. Yes
b. No – thank and end
2. What main method of transport did you use to get here today?
a. Car, as driver
b. Car, as passenger
c.

Train

d. Tram
e. Bus
f.

Taxi

g. Motorcycle / moped
h. Bicycle
i.

On foot (pedestrian)

j.

Other – please specify

3. What are your reasons for being here on Bay Street today? multi-choice
a. Commuting to or from work (includes “working here”)
b. Work related business (e.g. visit client, conference etc.)
c.

Shopping

d. Eating a meal at a café or restaurant
e. Buying takeaway food or drinks
f.

Visiting a bar, pub or nightclub

g. Personal business (medical, banking, hairdresser etc.)
h. Meeting friends
i.

Attending school or university

j.

Entertainment (e.g. movies, theatre, show or museum)

k.

Sightseeing

l.

Just passing through (probe to ensure they’re not in another category)

m. Other – please specify
4. Have you bought, or are you planning on buying anything, or spending any money
during your time on Bay Street today
a. Yes
b. No
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5. If Q4=Yes Approximately how much do you plan to spend during your visit to Bay Street
today? (excluding travel costs into and out of the area)
6. Approximately how long do you plan on spending in Bay Street today?
a. Hours: _____
b. Minutes: _____
7. How often do you typically come to Bay Street?
a. Every weekday or more often
b. 2-4 times per week
c.

Once a week

d. 2-4 times a month
e. Once a month
f.

Less than once a month

g. Today is the first time
h. Other – please specify
8. If Q7=Once a week or more often How many times in the past 7 days do you estimate
you have come to Bay Street?
9. If Q7=Once a week or more often Thinking about the trips you have made here in the
past 7 days, how many were made by:
a. Car, as driver: _____
b. Car, as passenger: _____
c.

Train: _____

d. Tram: _____
e. Bus: _____
f.

Taxi: _____

g. Motorcycle / moped: _____
h. Bicycle: _____
i.

On foot (pedestrian) : _____

10. If Q7=Once a week or more often When you came by <mode> in the past 7 days did
you spend about the same, or more or less than today?
a. Spent about the same
b. Spent more today than I usually spend
c.

Spent less today than I usually spend

d. Other – please specify
11. Do you do your regular household shopping on Bay Street?
a. Yes
b. No
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12. Which of the following would you say are reasons why you have chosen Bay Street
today? multi-choice
a. Close and convenient
b. Mix of shops and businesses
c.

Sense of community

d. Easy access
e. Restaurants and cafes
f.

Other – please specify

13. Is there anything you would like to see improved about Bay Street? Do not prompt,
multi-choice.
a. No
b. Yes – wider footpaths
c.

Yes – more bicycle facilities

d. Yes – pedestrian only space
e. Yes – more seating and dining areas
f.

Yes – less car traffic

g. Yes – better public transport
h. Yes – better variety of shops
i.

Yes – more car parking

j.

Other – please specify

14. If Q9=Bicycle How convenient do you find bike parking along this part of Bay Street?
a. Very inconvenient
b. Inconvenient
c.

Convenient (ok, alright, fine)

d. Very convenient
15. Have you noticed the bicycle parking on the road outside the Bakehouse? Point to
parking if necessary
a. Yes
b. No
c.

Don’t know

16. What do you think about replacing car parking with bike parking like this?
a. Very good
b. Good
c.

Neutral

d. Bad
e. Very bad
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f.

Don’t know

g. Other – please specify
17. Why do you say that? Free text
18. Does the presence of bicycle racks like this change the likelihood you would ride to Bay
Street?
a. Yes – would ride more often
b. Yes – would start to ride occasionally
c.

No change

d. I would not consider riding to Bay Street
e. Other – please specify
19. Last Sunday the Port Melbourne Bikefest was held here along Bay Street. Were you
there?
a. Yes
b. No
20. Finally, could you tell me which suburb you live in?
21. That’s all I have. Thanks for stopping and taking part! END INTERVIEW.
22. INTERVIEWER: Record gender
a. Male
b. Female
23. INTERVIEWER: Record age group
a. Under 30
b. 30 - 49
c.

50 +

24. INTERVIEWER: Record other relevant comments from respondent not covered
elsewhere.
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Appendix B: Visitor survey results
This appendix presents results from the visitor survey not presented elsewhere in the main
report.

B.1 Duration of stay
The median duration of stay varied from 10 minutes for motorcycle riders to six hours for
bus passengers (Table 8.1). The median duration of stay for bicycle riders was 20 minutes
compared with 30 minutes for car drivers and 37.5 minutes for pedestrians. However,
these differences were not statistically significant.


Table 8.1: Duration of stay by mode
Duration of stay (mins)

Access mode

No. obs.

Min.

Max.

Median

Car driver

50

5

600

30

Car passenger

8

10

480

52.5

Bus

15

0

780

240

Motorcycle

5

15

30

10

Bicycle

48

5

660

20

Walk

70

2

240

37.5

B.2 Suggested improvements
Just over half of respondents (52%) identified at least one area for improvement along Bay
Street. Many of these referred to the mix of shops, street cleanliness and personal safety
as important in addition to transport-related improvements ((Figure 8.1). Unsurprising,
there was a preference among bicycle riders for improved cycling facilities and among car
drivers for more car parking. A significant proportion of all groups also identified the design
of the Bay Street and Liardet Street intersection as a concern (with most comments
concerning potential signalisation or conversion to a roundabout).
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Proportion of respondents



Figure 8.1: Improvements by mode

40%
Improvement
More bicycle facilities
Pedestrian only space
Seating and dining areas
Less car traffic
Better variety of shops
More car parking
Clean streets
Bay St/Liardet St intersection

20%

0%
Car driver (n=25)

Bicycle (n=22)

Walk (n=31)

B.3 Port Melbourne Bikefest
Just over half of respondents (55%) were aware that the Port Melbourne Bikefest had
occurred along Bay Street prior to the survey (Sunday 3 March 2013), and 40% of
respondents had attended (Figure 8.2). These proportions are probably overstated relative
to the wider visiting population due to the oversampling of bicycle riders (who we may
expect would have been more likely to attend Bikefest than the wider population).
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Figure 8.2: Awareness and attendance at Port Melbourne Bikefest

55.5%

Proportion of respondents

40%

40.2%

20%

0%
Aware
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Appendix C: Bicycle parking demand
Figure B.1: Bicycle parking demand outside Melbourne Bakehouse before corral
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Figure B.2: Bicycle parking demand outside Melbourne Bakehouse after corral
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Figure B.3: Bicycle parking demand outside Coles supermarket before corral
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Figure B.4: Bicycle parking demand outside Coles supermarket after corral
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Figure B.5: Bicycle parking demand at Liardet Street before corral
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Figure B.6: Bicycle parking demand at Liardet Street after corral
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Appendix D: Verbatim response
What do you think about replacing car parking with bike parking like this? – Why do
you say that?

Mode
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver

Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver

Comment
Bike riding is getting more popular
Some people park bikes all over the footpath
Not enough car parks
Well I don't live here and wouldn't be coming on a bike.
More security for bikes
Because we should be encouraging more non petrol vehicles
I don't ride a bike so it doesn't worry me.
If close to where you're going and you were ring a bike it would be good
There are enough poles here
I ride a bike/ more spots and five people can park on bikes and only by car.
Needs to be safe for cyclists and not interrupt flow of bikes. Cars and bikes
don't mix too well
More people live here and it's hard to get a car
Car parking is hard enough. No point reducing it. People more likely to shop if
travelling by car.
People rely too much on cars and don't do enough exercise.
I don't have a bike so it doesn't worry me
Highlights that you should ride a bike instead of driving
Reduce the congestion
If there were 28 bikes outside the coffee shop I wouldn't go there
It's ok for cyclists so long as they don't take away oo many car parking spaces.
I'm a car driver and I always struggle to get a spot
Good there's more bike spaces but we need more car parks as well
Maybe just on the weekends because that's when the cyclists take over. It's in
a no standing spot anyway. If it weren't in a no standing spot it wouldn't be
good
As a driver I'd rather have the car spot
Because I drive and if I can't find a park I just waste my lunchtime..
Good for cyclists. Sometimes I ride here
There is more space to put them in side streets
Encourages people not to drive
I don't have a problem with it.
I'm not a bike rider it doesn't affect me.
Good for the environment , less carbon
Quite a few bikes around
It would encourage people to use their less. It's a quirky decoration that gives
character to the st
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Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car driver
Car passenger
Car passenger
Car passenger
Car passenger
Car passenger
Car passenger
Bus
Bus

I don't ride
Encourages more cycling
Because it saves the ecology and you don't have to find parking.
I've got 2 young children and I have to use a car
Not enough parking now.
I have had a lot of trouble finding a park today and if more places were
removed it would be worse.
There's not enough car spaces now and bikes are small enough to put
somewhere other than taking up a car spot.
Well there aren't enough car spaces and I think they can put bike spaces on the
footpath somewhere.
Bikes should have a good place to park.
More spaces for bikes
Good for bikes to park
Minimise car traffic as there is a lot here, that would be good.
Sounds like a good idea
It will make parking more difficult here
Shortage of car spaces.
Reduce bike parking utilise the medium strip, no one walks there. There are
also spaces between cars use that space.
It's hard enough now to get parking and bikes can park in other places instead
of using car spaces.
On the weekends we might come by bike
It doesn't worry me either way really.
No‐one is using it and it's a waste of a car space.
There's lots of foot paths for bike parking.
Bikes can park anywhere, not enough car spaces.
Because I don't own a bike.
Cuts down traffic congestion maybe if more people cycle and don\'t drive here.
Bikes can park anywhere, they don't pay registration. They don't take a trolley
full of shopping.
I'm not a local and I don't have any comments about it.
You can't do heavy shopping on a bike.
Paths are big enough to park bikes, I don't think it has a place on the road. Have
a rack like the Melbourne bikes the blue ones.
Takes up a parking space and it should be on the footpath
I'm a cyclist
Makes people to ride more.
It's usually empty and taking up a car parking space.
People exercising more being environmentally friendly.
A waste of space. We have been to the Bakehouse several times and there has
only ever been one bike there., and cars trying to find a park.
A lot of people here ride bikes.
I don't ride to work so I don't take much notice of it really
There\'s a lot of push bike riders here
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Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Taxi
Motorcycle

Motorcycle
Motorcycle
Motorcycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle

More people who come here a lot are car users.
Because I don't have a bike
I think they can have bike parking without taking away a car space
People can park their bikes
More people should be encouraged to bicycle
Bikes and traffic don't go together, both hold up the traffic.
Good for organised spaces for bikes
They need more bike spots
I don't ride or drive here.
Encourages more people to cycle instead of driving
A lot of people ride bikes now
More bike spaces to put your bikes.
Should have a bike shape not a car. Good to get bikes off the footpath
Bikes need space to park.
Why do that, put better public transport here. It looks ugly
Good for cyclists but the should be some for motor bikes too
It's handy to have plenty of room to encourage bicycles because the are too
many cars.
Should encourage more environmentally friendly travel
I don't care really. I don't cycle
Just makes sense to encourage environmentally friendly transport
It's confusing and it looks like a car spot
A lot of bike riders here and not enough spots for bike parking
More spots for bikes
Good idea/ more spots
It\'s nice and good idea especially on weekends
Because you can put your bike anywhere basically.
In general biking is under represented in Melbourne.
More spots maybe on north side too
Still think there will be more cars then bikes so you don't want to take up the
car spaces.
5 bikes can go where only 1 car would.
Gives us more space for our bikes.
Limited parking already an more drivers will be pissed off and go elsewhere
Encourage more people to ride bikes but that isn't going to do it alone.
Don't take away car parking space
Encourages cyclists and gets bikes off the footpath to park
Because you can put bikes on footpath and its taking a car park
Means less car on the road and more racks for the bike
It would have to be more noticeable
More parking for bikes must be good
Local people who have bikes and cars might come by bike more.
I prefer more places for bikes
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Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk

I would only use it on this side .
More people are riding bikes these days and we need more parking spots
More cyclists can come here
Good if its limited to a couple of bays
It's a bit unnecessary. You can use a pole and it doesn't seem to be getting
much use.
A bit needless as there are enough spaces here now
Encourage more bike use and less cars
Doesn't bother me at all. I don't use it because its on the wrong side for me
Will reduce car congestion
I'm all for it
Will ease congestion. It's always packed here
I'm keen for anything that promotes cycling
I think bicycling in Melbourne is a better option than car
We've got somewhere to park bikes. Will invite more people in
Need more spaces on this side
Something that should be encouraged to reduce traffic and encourage
community.
I use my bike a lot
It's a piece of crap, it's an after thought. Put flowers all the way down the street
and in the middle.
Encourages more cyclists and less cars
More spaces must be good
More spots I suppose
More parking for bikes but it doesn\'t affect me.
We need more spaces for bikes.
It\'s bright orange it\'s really noticeable more people will decide to cycle
I ride and don't have a car
Its great to have places to park your bike.
Doesn't faze me either way
To have more bike spaces/more people would usenbikes
Well it's ok for cyclists but more people drive here
People are more active around,more bike parking.
Bay Street mainly caters for lunch time crowd so you need short term parking.
Come 6:00 pm it's dead here.
Would need to be near somewhere I wanted to go
I'm only a tourist
Nowhere to park as it is
A different way to show where to park a bike
You can easily see it
Well it\'s ok for cyclists but more people drive here
Theoretically it should reduce traffic and pollution. Cycling is good exercise.
Too many cars in melbourne
You can replace 1 car space for 12 bike spots
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I\'m a cyclist
I think it would be bad for business
Gives cyclists somewhere for a bike but I\'m not sure I like the orange car
shape.
Because the businesses need car parks. There is little enough parking as it is.
Fewer cars is better for the environment
More spaces for bikes is good for environment
Because of transition to lower carbon use
Because I like exercise. Less traffic on roads
Ther\'s plenty of space on the footpath already
There are already less car parks than there should be
They have to put there bikes somewhere
Because you can park more bikes there.
I'm a cyclist
If it gets the idiots of the footpath and away from the shop windows it would be
good.
People need more places to park bikes that are safe
Because it is having the option and optimising the space and saying cyclists are
important.
It's good and bad with more apartments here more car parking is necessary as
it can get congested. There's enough spaces for bikes already I would say.
I don't think that bikes should take car places when they are small enough to
put elsewhere
Not fazed, don't pay attention.
More environmentally and get people exercising.
Limited car bays already in Prt Melbourne and taking away from cars.
Cars at least have a sense of pedestrian and bikes don't stop and give way to
pedestrians. Bike riders are loud and aggresive.
Visible for bike parking and you can park a lot of bikes in the space of one car.
Cycling is good in general, less cars on the road.
Need more like this for bike parking.
Eco‐friendly I suppose for bike riders but a bit of a hassle for car drivers with
less spots to park.
Because I ride a bike myself, easy parking.
Somewhere to park bikes instead of poles.
Gives bike riders somewhere to park bikes.
I use neither I only walk
I hate bikes. They are dangerous to pedestrians riding as this idiot is now on the
footpath.
There would be alternative methods for bike parking then taking up a car space,
hang them or something.
I've got no problem with it as long as they use the spaces sensibly
Not enough parking in the area, that\'s why I have to walk most of the time.
A lot of people ride around here and they need somewhere to put their bikes
I encourage more secure bike places
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They have lots of bike racks back home in Germany
Doesn't really bother me
Stops parking bikes all over the footpath.
Good if your riding a bike for parking.
It's hard enough to get a space as it is
With all the apartments coming around here we are loosing car spaces left right
and centre.
I don't think you need the orange thing. Just have the bike things. It adds to the
visual clutter.
Clever parking for bikes
We\'re cyclists
Less cars on Bay st
Good for cyclists
Petty hard to find a car park as it is.
Lots of people ride bikes now.
I just walk everywhere it doesn't worry me.
Not enough car parks already.
A good idea but this part of the street isn't very bike friendly
Still need car spots for people coming and going quickly. You could utilise the
bike parking in the space between the shop fronts and the curb.
Gets bikes off the footpaths
I don't think they need it there is enough other spots to be honest. I never have
a problem when I ride down here.
Recently I'm becoming more of a bike rider
I don't ride my bike down here.
Because you can park your bike anywhere along this street and it takes up car
spots.
Bikes should be on the side streets and not riding on the shop footpaths.
Replacing car spaces is a negative. There are a lot of other places you coul put
bike hoops.
When people have a bike they don't buy much and you want the local
community to prosper.
Gives people somewhere to put their bikes and encourages bike riding.
Prefer car parking more people come here by cars then bikes.
Becaucause cyclists can see where they can leave their bikes.
I rarely use the car. I usually ride my bike
It doesn't effect me.
Bike riders will park off the footpath hopefully.
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